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2 a) Events

I: There are four reception events on lifeline gs. These are:
– Sms("ASK What is a stave church?", gs)
– Sms("ANSWER 1229", gs)
– PosResult("1229", gs)
– Sms("PASS 1229", gs)

II: It's one possible first event, and this is:
– Sms("ASK What is a stave church?", gs)

To be the first event, the event has to be a transmission event, and it has to be the first event that 
happens on it's lifeline. On all other lifelines the first event is a reception event, and this give one 
possible first event.

III: There are three possible last events, and these are:
– Sms("1229 is taken", g2)
– Sms("Answer 1229 at the pond", g1)
– Sms("Guide Lisa is coming to the Pond to answer what is a stave church", t)

To be the last event, the event has to be a reception event, and has to be the last event to occur on 
it's lifeline. All these events are reception events and are the last events on their lifeline.

IV: To achieve exactly three possible first events, we have to add messages, so that there is a 
transmission event as the first event on three lifelines. We can do this by adding a message fram g1 
-> gs, after the first event from t -> gs: Sms("ASK What is a stave church", gs), and a message 
from g2 -> gs after the first message from gs -> g1: Sms("Question 1229: What is a Stave Church", 
g1). By doing this, the first events on lifeline t, g1 and, g2 will be a transimission event, and all 
these events can happen first, because they are the first events on their lifelines.

To achieve two possible last events, we can add a message from g2 -> gs before the last message 
from gs -> g1: Sms("Guide to Lisa is coming to the Pond to answer what is a stave church", t). This 
will ensure that the last event on lifeline g2 is a transmission event, and this will make exactly two 
last events: the receive event on lifeline g1, and the receive event on lifeline t.

2 b) Interaction obligations
I: There are one interaction obligation in the diagram. The only way to have more than one 
interaction obligation per diagram, is to use a xalt operator. The diagram in Figure 1 does not 
contain any xalt operator.

II: As said in I, one can use the xalt operator to achieve N interaction obligations. All SD-diagrams 
has exactly one interaction obligation if the diagram does not contain any xalt operator. If you use 
the xalt operator, the diagram will get one interaction obligation per xalt operand. 

2 c) Refinement
I: When using an assert, all the inconclusive traces becomes negative. The operator specify that 
only the traces in its operand are positive, and the rest is negative. If you apply the assert operator to 
Figure 1, the traces in Figure 1 will be the only acceptable behaviour. This will make all the 
inconclusive traces negative, and the positive traces will remain positive. This will result in a  



supplementing of Figure 1.

II: The veto operator specify that the traces in its operand are considered negative, and that the 
empty trace is considered positive.

If a veto operator is added to the diagram in Figure 1, all the positive traces becomes negative, but 
the empty inconclcusive trace becomes positive. This means that we first do a narrowing by making 
the positve traces negative. We then do a supplementing by making the empty inconclusive trace 
positve.

III: For Figure 1 to be a supplementing of s1, Figure 1 has to take one or more of the inconclosive 
traces from s1, and define them as positive or negative. The positive and negative traces from s1 has 
to be the same in Figure 1.

This means that all the traces that are in Figure 1, also has to be in s1. Since Figure 1 does not 
contain any alt- or opt-constructor, s1 has to display all messages in the same order as in Figure 1. 
This again means that Figure 1 will not be a supplementing of s1, and that it does not exist a 
diagram s1, such that Figure 1 is a supplementing of s1.

IV: For Figure 1 to be a narrowing of s2, Figure 1 has to define one or more positive trace from s2 
as negative. Figure 1 does not contain any construct that define negative behaviour such as veto, 
refuse, assert or guards. This means that it does not exist a diagram s2, such that Figure 1 is a 
narrowing of s2.

V: A detailing means to decompose one ore more lifelines to achieve a more detailed diagram. In 
Figure 1, the only communication lifeline t has, is with lifeline gs. This can then be abstracted away,  
so that we don't see the internal communication from gs to g1 and g2.

The figure below is an example of a diagram s3, such that Figure 1 is a detailing of s3. Figure 1 has 
then decomposed the lifeline gs to make a more detailed diagram.

sd s3

t:Tourist gs:GuideSystem

Sms("ASK What is a stave church?", gs)

PosRequest("1229", t)

PosResult("1229", gs)

Sms("Guide is coming to the Pond to asnwer what is a stave church", t)


